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P3A Thursday 18th June 

Hello everyone!  

Today you are expected to complete 4 tasks. 

Literacy  

Maths 

Expressive Arts 

French 

 

Traffic light each piece of work. 

 Red, I’m really stuck, 

 Yellow, I'm okay but need a bit more practise 

Green, I can do this, I'm ready to move on! 

 

Literacy- your Literacy tasks should take about 1 hour 

Today we have Spelling and Writing tasks to do. If you finish early, 

enjoy reading a book of your choice. 

 

Spelling- revision 

Using your April to June Spelling sheet choose 10 words to practice 

again. Or practice your common words again from last week. Hide 

your words in a drawing. 
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Writing/ handwriting (Shhh no parent allowed) 

Write a secret letter to your homeschool teacher then hide it 

somewhere (beside the teabags or inside their book- get clever with 

your ideas!) 

• tell them something you learned 

• tell them something you enjoyed 

• say thank you for their hard word 

• have beautiful handwriting and thoughtful pictures 

 

 

Maths 

Today we are going to have some fun combining maths and patterns. 

First of all we are going to select a multiplication table. You can 

choose any table between the 2x and the 10x table. You then need 

to work out the answers (or the multiples) for that table. I am going 

to pick the 7 times table so see the multiples below. 

7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70 

 You then need to select objects of these exact multiples and make 

a pattern.  

See my photo below where I have made a concentric circle pattern 

using these multiples.  
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My inner circle in dark green has 7 pieces, moving to 14 light green, 

21 red, 28 white, 35 blue, 42 black and 49 yellow. I then ran out of 

space but you could carry on the pattern to include 56, 63 and 70! 

 

Your task is to make patterns for at least three different times 

tables. You could use Lego, buttons, sticks, leaves or daisies or any 

objects you can find! Check out Mrs Thompson’s video on you tube 

for some more ideas and support on multiples and patterns! Have 

fun!! 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLS1HILnOWVlszW_c4Xum8pq

G4l0hZu-Oz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expressive Arts 

Drama: 

Watch Michael Rosen perform his poem, Chocolate Cake. You might 

need to watch it more than once. 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLS1HILnOWVlszW_c4Xum8pqG4l0hZu-Oz
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLS1HILnOWVlszW_c4Xum8pqG4l0hZu-Oz
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zmp86sg 

 

Did you enjoy his performance? 

What was good about his performance?  

How did he help the audience understand the poem? 

Create your own performance of this poem for your family. You can 

use your own words or use Michael’s on the link below. 

https://www.poemhunter.com/poem/chocolate-cake/ 

French 

Make a card in French that has the message Bonne Vacances d’ete on 

it. This means have a great summer holiday. Think about a picture to 

put on the front too. Then send it to someone either by post or take 

a photo and email it to a friend. 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zmp86sg
https://www.poemhunter.com/poem/chocolate-cake/

